It is no longer necessary to mow both ways in your orchard. With the Edwards Hydraulic DYNA-TRIM attachment you can mow in one direction and reach between the trees to get all the grass and weeds in one operation. The DYNA-TRIM also works well for the control of weeds in vineyards, berries and trellised orchards. This can be mounted in many different ways. It can be mounted to the edge of an offset mower, or a tool bar. It can be mounted to a front 3-point hitch, or a loader. Having the DYNA-TRIM mounted to the front of the tractor allows more operator control, visibility and it allows the rear 3-point pull a mower at the same time.

**Features**

* Adapts to most tractor hydraulic systems
* Mounts to a variety of mower frames, tool bars, loaders or to a 3-point hitch
* Left hand units are available for two row applications
* Rugged pivot joints give freedom of movement
* Direct coupled hydraulic motor drive